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Today’s Business Pain Points
Planning to move capacity to the Cloud but concerned about what 

it will cost, what it will take, and what are the risks?

Implemented Office 365 but can’t adequately track usage?

Need an easy-to-access view of what’s installed on all your 

servers, workstations, Linux devices?

Want to have access to a universal view of your 

infrastructure, both on-premise and in the Cloud?

Running out of server space?  Want to find ways to optimize 

before buying more hardware and licenses?
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Meet Movere
Collect: Movere collects your IT data securely and quickly using a lightweight 

deployment. Our proprietary technology works from within your secure 

infrastructure to fully and securely understand your environment in a matter of 

minutes. Movere captures inventory data on 800 to 1,000 servers per hour.   

Most users finish the initial data collection in a single day. 

Integrate: Movere scans across the globe and across locations to bring over 

1,000 data points into a single, consolidated, unbiased location. Our 

proprietary technology gives deep insights into the actual architecture of your 

systems and data, which can daylight systems that may not have been 

cataloged by previous inventory exercises.

Interact: The Movere web interface allows you to interact with your IT data 

using personalized category tagging. Unlike any other tool, Movere allows you 

to group your users, machines, and devices in ways that make sense for how 

your organization is actually built. 

Optimize: With Movere’s insights, you have the power to optimize your on-

premises, hybrid, or cloud IT environment.  We’re just as comfortable in 

tracking and understanding actual resource consumption (ARC) in on-premise

environments as in the cloud, allowing you to financially and structurally 

optimize your environment for today’s planning and tomorrow’s transformation. 

The Value of Movere

Cloud – gather inventories, compare capacities, usage, 
licensing, hardware, assess Azure readiness

Cost savings – identify underutilized software and 
overspending, automated auditing vs. manual, 
optimizing IT infrastructure

Visibility – insights into environment to inform business 
decisions

Compliance – being legally compliant with license 
agreements

Capacity planning – Forecast sunsetting software, plan 
for new purchases, asset capacity planning

Change management – understand what is changing 
over time. 

Improved customer support – Know who has what – and 
why, be more proactive in servicing accounts/end users

Security & control – understanding who and what is 
attached to the network; see the trees from the forest. 



The Movere platform:

Office 365 administration

Cloud readiness

Security

SQL Server CAL counting

Device counts by country

Azure sizing

ARC Visualizations

What’s installed for 

all vendors

Hardware refresh

SQL optimization

Linux captures

Virtualization mapping, 

integration and high 

watermarking (HWM)

Application dependency mapping

Cloud right sizing
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Why Movere?

Movere is a research platform 

that automates data from your 

infrastructure and generates 

visuals based on billions of data 

points; everything you need to 

free-up hidden capacity.

Movere is an all-in-one solution 

that fast tracks a wide range 

of projects easily: from cloud 

migration to SQL optimization; 

capacity planning to application 

dependency mapping; 

predictive analytics to Office 

365 administration.

Movere's inventory is flexible 

and lightweight allowing for 

rapid deployment, so 

customers can be working with 

accurate, real-time data 

immediately.

Insights 

Movere's “objective data 

capture”, “subjective custom 

tagging" and “associative 

dimensioning” provide the 

ability to quickly create 

unlimited nestable 

dimensions specific to your 

needs.

Movere democratizes data 

giving customers the ability to 

interact with the platform 

collaboratively, intuitively and 

securely.

The Movere team has a 

passion for keeping up with 

what’s new in the world and 

are equally excited about 

sharing our knowledge past, 

present and future with others.
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Filters 

Strength Speed

Transparency 
Smarts 


